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Abstract
Quality assurance procedure is very important for software development. The complexity of
modules and structure in software impedes the testing procedure and further development.
For complex and poorly designed scientific software, module developers and software
testers need to put a lot of extra efforts to monitor not related modules’ impacts and
to test the whole system’s constraints. In addition, widely used benchmarks cannot help
programmers with accurate and program specific system performance evaluation. In this
situation, the generated kernels could provide considerable insight into better performance
tuning. Therefore, in order to greatly improve the productivity of various scientific
software engineering tasks such as performance tuning, debugging, and verification of
simulation results, we developed an automatic compute kernel extraction prototype platform
for complex legacy scientific code. In addition, considering that scientific research and
experiment require long-term simulation procedure and the huge size of data transfer, we
apply message passing based parallelization and I/O behavior optimization to highly improve
the performance of the kernel extractor framework and then use profiling tools to give
guidance for parallel distribution. Abnormal event detection is another important aspect for
scientific research; dealing with huge observational datasets combined with simulation results
it becomes not only essential but also extremely difficult. In this dissertation, for the sake
of detecting high frequency event and low frequency events, we reconfigured this framework
equipped with in-situ data transfer infrastructure. Through the method of combining signal
processing data preprocess(decimation) with machine learning detection model to train the
stream data, our framework can significantly decrease the amount of transferred data demand
for concurrent data analysis (between distributed computing CPU/GPU nodes). Finally, the
dissertation presents the implementation of the framework and a case study of the ACME
v
Land Model (ALM) for demonstration. It turns out that the generated compute kernel with
lower cost can be used in performance tuning experiments and quality assurance, which
include debugging legacy code, verification of simulation results through single point and
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1.1 Scientific Legacy Code
A legacy system might be an antique piece of computer hardware, a technology, old method-
ology, computer system, or all of above. These antique pieces hinder the understanding
of the methods or technologies and become developing barriers because these terminology
or procedures are no longer relevant in the system context. However, there are a variety
of reasons that the organization still keep the legacy systems. Firstly, those systems are
not satisfactory but work functionally that the owners do not need to change those, or
the newer system cannot perform desirable. Second, the costs of replacing such system
are expensive because it is large, complex and monolithic. Third, the cost of retraining a
new system may be prohibitive in term of money and time, compared to the measurable
considerable benefits of replacing it. Fourth, some systems, banking systems responsible for
financial services, central reservation systems, air traffic control service, and Electric power
distribution, cannot be discontinued or even suspended their service since they need constant
availability, hence, the designers expect that the system transformation would be easier when
replacement becomes necessary. Last, due to former designers’ left with un-fully documented
documentation or lost documentation, the situation leads inadequate understanding of the
system works.
Scientific code, written by the scientific community, solves scientific questions with
important domain science knowledge, which plays an important role in exploring and
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improving our daily life. However, legacy scientific applications have a lot of limitations,
which yield wrong results, work slowly, or regularly crash, which in turn directly slows down
or even invisibly hampers their work[12, 97].
First of all, researchers cannot keep up with the growing programming tools and computer
technologies, which lead to low-quality algorithms and low-level of software quality. In
addition, platform or server incompatibility is a big problem for scientific research. For
example, at this moment, most software can be run or tested only on the Linux operating
system, however, as personal computers became more powerful, more laboratory experiments
have been converted into computer models that can be interactively examined without the
risk and cost of the actual experiments [28].
Therefore, the scientific legacy code development and utilization is a complex process full
of risks. These risks include two parts, the technical part, and the programmatic part. For
technical risks, if a project does not execute as required, or it is hard to use, and laborious
to modify or to maintain, whereas if an application overrun its schedule or designed cost,
the risks called programmatic risks. If there are no standards are set, risks exist that the
application may not meet its designed requirements and then the application needs a lot
of rebuilding or maintaining work. If standards are set before the application developing,
but there is no specific management procedure, a risk that the application will not satisfy
the requirement should rise. In consequence, Quality Assurance(QA) is very important and
helpful for legacy code since its goal is to reduce these risks with assuring engineer process
and manage process efforts result in a satisfied product that fulfills all of its goals. Generally,
QA consists of two principles, one purpose is to satisfy verification check which means the
product should meet the design requirement, and the other is validation check which means
mistakes should be eliminated to the minimum. Advanced Quality Assurance and testing
feature set help to improve software quality with minimal effort by automating as many
processes as possible.
However, as the majority of researchers think testing is too simple or assume the code
is well tested, they would rather spend more time on scientific theories or on experiments
instead of testing or code documents. In addition, some scientific code includes plentiful
global variables, but popular test frameworks do not cover the global variable testing. Global
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variable testing complicates module loading due to the difficulty of dependencies’ tracing and
difficulty of module’s interaction tracking, which in turn causes many additional structures
to require explicit dependency management. Moreover, recent studies have found that on
average scientists spend 50% more of their total work time for developing scientific software
and 100% more of their total work time using scientific software than they would estimate
[33] [62]. This leads to the unreliability of the code.
In addition, the assumed well-tested software is not only used by one single project but
also reused by other scientific programs, the computing errors could have significant impacts
on a different scientific process. This can even lead to serious errors impacting the central
conclusions of published research [53]. Particularly, if a researcher uses highly error-prone
programming procedures such as copy, paste, and modify to perform similar functions, even
successful codes can become notoriously messy.
Therefore, in order to reduce the technical risk and programmatic risk, and to make
sure the workflow quality and final product quality, the scientific software development cycle
should set QA activities as a mandatory process. If there is no QA process, the risk of
being unacceptable code will increase when the code is released. QA activities include plan,
implement and execute all test cases. And the testing consists of a manual testing method
and automated testing approach. The first kind of testing approach is to perform a set
of testing cases manually for detecting unique errors and no involvement in any script or
testing tools. The software testers act like end-users to find out unexpected behavior or
based on the source code exploring the application to identify any bugs. In the software
development cycle, different stages have different testing practice, such as unit testing,
functional testing, regression testing, exploratory testing, system testing, security testing and
acceptance testing. For the sake of testing completeness, testers test the software through
test plans, test cases, or test scenarios. The other testing method is a set of automatic testing
procedures done with appropriate test tools or scripts written by testers. With convenient
scripts and tools, this testing method can re-build test cases easily and quickly with variant
test scenarios that were conducted manually, and repeatedly. Test cases may be generated by
sampling the execution space either randomly or by aiming at specific objectives that derive
from the expected behavior, the program structure, or some information about software
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faults[94]. Many automated test generation techniques are proposed and used to improve
testing effectiveness and efficiency[13, 15, 17, 32, 79, 7].
Moreover, most large legacy scientific models are coupling with hundreds of functions,
which make reproducing and verifying of models very difficult. For example, Figure 1.1
shows interrelationships among five related subroutines of a terrestrial land model within
an Earth System code. It demonstrates in the complex scientific code, the verification
procedure includes system constraints verification, current module verification and extra
check on dependent functions that come from submodules. Not only that, such coupling
code request complex multiple, time-consuming testing activities, and will generate gigabyte
of data per second for high spatial and temporal resolution simulations, hence, it is hard to
track variables and the impacts of individual modules.
1.2 Unit Testing
The automatic unit testing procedure is the needed process for scientific researchers to assure
quality. Stage of Unit Testing is done during the development of an application. Generally,
unit testing cases are designed by software programmers other than testers, since the unit
testing belongs to white box testing class and it requires execution paths, data structures and
unit design of individual module code. In the same time, the test driver module is required
for driving different test cases. The goal of unit testing is to separate a unit, individual
modules, or individual functions or procedures, from given software and test if the codelet
produce expected results with given input. In order to save labor, time and money, software
developers first skipping a lot of unit testing cases, then perform most testing automatically,
which in the end lead to higher bug fixing costs. Therefore, combined automatic testing
with appropriate manual testing, proper test coverage, and test scenarios are needed in a
unit testing stage.
In general, application developers perform manual testing through two ways. The first
one is to insert extra lines of code before and after a specific code section to test and
verify the results. They would comment out or remove these test lines after the application
is released. However, it is time wasting and hard to track test results if the application
4
Figure 1.1: The software structure of five subroutines in the terrestrial land model in an
Earth System simulation. The figure shows the interrelation is much more complex since
the model have many related functions and child functions (circles) and plenty of global
variables (discs) are everywhere.
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needs much of compile and runtime and produces huge of output streams. The other
thorough practice is split the specific code section for rigorously testing which involves
copy and paste the interesting unit to a stand-alone testing environment other than original
environment. This isolating methodology can help in understanding relationships and data
dependencies between units and data spaces of the application, which can be eliminated
from the unit testing environment. Dealing with dependent cases, mock objects would be
used to helping assist testing. However, it is difficult to isolate units from coupling software.
Developers could also use Unit Testing Frameworks(UTF) to perform more general unit
testing automatically. By using a UTF, developers and testers only need to point the target
units, initialize and tear down member variables in the test case. The UTF will automatically
create test drivers compile tests in user specified scenarios. After the execution of the test
cases, the UTF will report summary of failure and passed test cases.
UTFs could help developers to save money, time, labor and improve application quality.
However, before developers choose any UTFs, it is significant to consider their supported
languages and features in detail first. For example, xUnit is an open source, community-
focused collective UTFs which written with object-oriented structure. Among xUnit, NUnit
is a UTF for all .NET languages, JUnit is an instance for the Java programming language,
Test::Unit is a UTF for Ruby which allows manually writing test cases, checking results and
automated testing cases, PHPUnit is a UTF for the PHP programming language. But all
these UTFs, not all of these are based on xUnit, have issues on scalability and usability
when dealing with scientific code. Under such circumstances, we want to have a UTF has
features:
(i) can be easily used by scientific module builders to find module problems and collect
variables,
(ii) can be conveniently used by scientific module builders to data dependency and modules
relationships,
(iii) performs test cases automatically.
The efficiency of UTF also is a big consideration. Since complicated applications require
lots of test cases, which could be demonstrated in above figure, and the test process includes
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case generation and case testing is time-consuming. When using a manual testing method,
insert extra lines into original code, the overhead is too high because of the configuration
and compiling cost. Automatic UTF has some advantages over manual testing, first, it
can minimum test case generation and implementation time. Compare to the overhead
time, UTF only requires testers with one-time technology familiar process, includes UTF
language, testing method, and integration constraints. Secondly, the flexibility of a UTF.
Different project has different requirement and features, hence, an efficient and helpful UTF
should provide most needed features and offer target code modification option. Last, for the
debugging efficiency, a UTF should generate readable test cases.
The software developers, especially module builders, can refactor code and gain
understandings of units from a unit testing procedure. Because the isolated code section
can be quickly fixed whenever there is a fault arise caused by any code modification. Module
builders could use this nature of unit testing to learn the provided functionality of a specific
module and track any modules of the software without effect other modules’ design and the
whole system.
To summarize, in order to help researchers understand and modify the base code, a
framework that can easily visualize code architecture and individual modules are needed.
Within the framework, researchers can also conveniently use modules to design specific
experiments and to evolve and optimize the code base. Moreover, the framework, with
necessary settings and modules, should be characterized by portability and platform
compatibility, which is convenient for scientists who simulate on different platforms. At the
same time, the framework should offer concurrent data analysis interface, which decouples
the analysis from the file I/O for the sake of facilitating the data analysis. The unit testing
framework meets researchers’ demand for its concept and procedure. The key processes of
unit testing are to take different independent functions as inputs and detect if they run
as designed by providing all related data stream and conditions. In the given background,
we require that the framework take complex components such as a scientific code base as
input. It also will transfer the components into smaller independent units to detect if those
units act as designed and rearrange them with a specific scientific purpose to evaluate the
effectiveness of the different modules or different elements. However, most scientific codes
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were implemented in Fortran language. There is no unit testing framework which covers
global variable testing in Fortran and could be used to customize evaluation experiments
with High Performance Computing (HPC) needs. In the HPC community, there is a vast
body of legacy code in Fortran written to address HPC concerns, and even today Fortran
remains a dominant programming language in HPC [49].
In chapter 3, we introduced and designed a UTF that isolates specific functions from
complex software base and offers an In-Situ data communication service. This service runs
by an analysis code locating remotely as the original scientific code is running. The testing
driver can build a basic environment which suits the needs of a common experiment. Through
the infrastructure, the scientists can track and manipulate variables between modules or
inside modules to better meet their needs.
However, the sequential framework is unable to meet the requirement of breadth and
depth. The scientific applications simulate real-world objects using mathematical models
and their activities using mathematic formulas, which require a large amount of calculations
with supercomputer speed. The scientific applications include large-scale systems to
handle customer financial accounts in banks, electrical grids, nuclear power stations, air
traffic control service, and military defense installations. Therefore, improving the overall
performance of the platform is significant.
The interesting feature in HPC systems is that the biggest reflection of application
performance is not the CPU or memory but the storage systems. Papers [21, 51, 22, 45, 77,
23, 69, 98, 47, 74, 91, 99, 20] explain that I/O behavior is significant for the comprehensive
performance of HPC software. Consequently, to understand the I/O behavior and the related
problems is an important factor to accomplish a specific HPC application and then to meet
the expected performance.
1.3 Performance Tuning
For the sake of software optimization and troubleshooting, developers and testers need to
understand the software execution characteristics first. Many tools can accomplish this
by providing effective benchmark or profiling measurement results. These tools include
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simple command and sophisticated tools. For example, the command time returns the total
execution time of a code section or a command, the command monitor displays how a
set of machine resources are utilized by processes, the command mpiP provides MPI calls’
information. Performance toolbox provides target software’s performance in hardware level
in a straightforward way. All tools exist for both serial and parallel programs.
Performance tuning is the improvement of target system performance and requires
iterative processes. The most important steps in performance tuning are found the critical
part of the performance, modify the code and then reduce the application’s wall clock
execution time, and/or reduce resource usage in memory or disk requirements. The critical
parts consist of finding the code use a large amount of processor time disproportionately
and eliminating the code section use machine resource inefficiently. Hence, effective
benchmark or profiling measurement results is important for performance tuning since
these activities measure and analyze applications’ performance characteristics and machines’
resource utilization. With the tools’ results, developers could find the critical code areas have
the greatest expected performance increase. Last, optimize the overall performance through
application related factors, algorithm or memory usage patterns, hardware related factors,
processor architecture, and software related factors.
Before this dissertation goes deeper to discuss the performance timelines and performance
parameters, we present some popular profiling and tracing tools and their main features that
are relevant to our framework briefly. The TAU Performance System is a portable profiling
and tracing toolkit for performance analysis of parallel programs[57]. It mainly collects
performance characteristics especially metrics data by using instrumentation to loops and
functions. TAU can provide visualization of time and counter value in a specific function that
excludes the function’s subroutines over the application’s execution. To analyze details of
the Petascale combustion application, event-based program traces have been recorded using
VampirTrace[100]. The generated Open Trace Format(OTF)[38] trace files have then been
analyzed using the visualization tool Vampir[31]. Vampir is a performance visualization tool
that allows developers to learn any level application behaviors in detail. I will explain
how Vampir helps developers in optimization with a considerable amount of produced
measurement in chapter 4.
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Unlike profiling, the tracing approach records function calls, messages, as timed events;
that is as a combination of timestamp, event type, and even specific data[16]. As a result,
tracing tools generate a large protocol data. The difference between profiling and tracing
is, tracing approaches enable application developers to learn time dependent event info or
behavior, but the profiling approaches allow developers to find the load imbalance issues
and communication issues. With profiling tools only, those performance unrelated functions
would occupy most of wall clock execution time and resource which makes the measurement
less accurate. Therefore, it is advantageous to use profiling tools and tracing tools together.
Using a profiler prior to the application of a trace tool, for example, can facilitate the
exclusion of functions which have a high call frequency and low inclusive time per call[16].
Nowadays, complicated scientific code and community have been choosing concurrent
analysis method as their main analysis approaches for various reasons. First of all, I/O
storage does not develop as fast as compute cycle and then numerical data generation.
Therefore, if we perform analysis through post processing, the cost would be much more
expensive compared to in situ. Secondly, on parallel file systems or supercomputers, in order
to provide service to more jobs, the generated state data sets would have the possibility
to flush to slower file systems. The overall performance would be decreased. All in
all, considering the target large-scale application, a large amount of file storage size and
performance, previous post-processing analysis methodology is not practical. In response,
we need an alternative workflow that:
(1) Develop an in situ data interface that transfer simulation results from scientific code
directly.
(2) Implementation of scalable kernel generation framework and connected components for
generating data.
(3) Verify results between scientific code and kernel generation framework.
In the first two years, we developed a UTF, the kernel generation platform to
automatically generate any scientific modules or units tests for the Fortran scientific code.
To our best knowledge, the In Situ infrastructure combined with kernel generation platform
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is the first work. The dissertation displays our work, UTF, In Situ infrastructure and
communication in chapter 3. In the section, we display the prototype first based on previous
motivation analysis. Then we put the emphasis on explaining design details of solving
problems in isolating, communicating with scientific code through In Situ Interface, and
improving the UTF performance. At the end of the section, we show the sequential UTF
overview and parallel UTF overview. The contributions of sequential UTF implementation of
a kernel generation and unit testing framework with In Situ infrastructure. This framework
supports generating every kernel module in the scientific code, module testing, and variables
tracking, visualize code architecture and individual modules.
In the past twenty years, researchers has made significant efforts to research and develop
high fidelity and high performance climate and Earth ecosystem simulation. Climate
change analysis with both domain knowledge and observational datasets has drawn more
and more attention since it seeks to assess whether extreme climate events are consistent
with internal climate variability only[65], or are consistent with the expected response to
different combinations of external forces and internal variability[68]. However, it is a big
challenge for climate science research to detect extreme anomaly events in large streaming
data or datasets. Current algorithms for detecting extreme events are founded upon
scientific experience in defining events based on subjective thresholds of relevant physical
variables[55][102]. dos Santos et al. proposes an approach to detect phenological changes
through compact images[66]. Spampinato et al. propose an automatic event detection
system based on the Makov Model[9]. Nissen et al. propose a methodology to identify heavy
precipitation events, but only by means of threshold identifications, which is not suitable
for big database[55]. Gao et al. detect the occurrence of heavy precipitation events by
using composites to identify distinct large-scale atmospheric conditions[63]. Zscheischler et
al. present a methodological framework, also using thresholds, to detect spatiotemporally
contiguous extremes and the likely pathways of climate anomalies[103]. Shirvani et al.
develop and investigate a temperature detection model to detect climate change, but it
is limited to a single domain[73].
Their work has a common issue is they only consider post data analysis even dealing with
large scale of data. When analyses are performed in post-simulation mode, some or all of
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the data is transferred to different processors, either on the same machine or all together on
different computing resources all together[11]. However, it is unaffordable to transfer large
amount of data through network, and climate model system generally produces enormous
multi-dimension variables. In addition, the machine resource of the remote node(such as the
CPU/GPU or the memory) would be quickly surpass the limit with huge incoming data.
Furthermore, with the post processing, researcher cannot react quickly after capturing any
events, instead, the concurrent analysis allows researchers immediately take action and takes
advantage of the high performance of graphics processing unit (GPU).
We propose an unsupervised event detection approach that does not require human-
labeled data as was required by [9][3]. This feature is an advantageous aspect because it
is hard and difficult to label all features in a large database. An alternative choice is to
design an infrastructure and use this infrastructure to learn training dataset which captured
from long-term simulation experiment. Focus on above issues, we propose an event detection
framework for the virtual observation system (VOS) that perform in-situ data analysis while
the observation is running. Because of the reduced complexity of data space, our framework
equipped with detection approach can efficiently capture events.
Chapter 3 will show detailedly how to reduce data size by applying signal-processing
theory and how to capture high frequency and low frequency events. Chapter 4 will
demonstrate the usability and efficiency of the framework by identifying anomalies and
events in Accelerated Climate Modeling for Energy (ACME) simulation and verification
using observed datasets.
The dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces related work include performance tuning work, automatic unit
testing tools, parallel unit testing tools, event detection methods and performance
measurement tools.
• Chapter 3 introduces the design and implementation of scalable kernel generation
framework(UTF), the improvement of UTF, and the event detection methods.
• Chapter 4 describes a case study on UTF, demonstrate the correctness and high-
efficiency of the UTF.
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Analyze computational kernels in a scientific code is a useful and convenient method to
analyze scientific software performance. In some science papers, the computation kernels
with a kernel driver and project related environmental settings are referred to as Mini-
apps, which help in testing multiple machine resource utilization. Heroex initiated a project
Mantevo which collects all domain mini-apps and introduced new functions of the mini-app,
these functions include studying compiler tuning and network scaling[34]. Akel examined
the hotspot of using isolated codelets, or kernels, in the place of the original application
for performance characterization and optimization[2]. Barret proposed a methodology for
assessing the ability of miniapps to effectively represent performance characteristics of
original full application[8]. The UKMAC consortium was formed amongst several institutions
to better understand algorithms and future technologies through computing kernels[82]. The
RIKEN Advanced Institute for Computational Science has developed and maintained a suite
of mini-apps called FIBER[52]. Lee and Hall described automated kernel extraction using a
tool called ”Code Isolator”[43]. The ”Code Isolator” sets the compiler with Stanford SUIF
compiler, generates computational kernels could execute itself and drives these kernels with
indicative intermediate datasets. Liao developed ”ROSE outliner” that extracts tunable
codes out of a target application[44]. The object of this tool is to divide the application
into small manageable kernels and convert the complicated software-level tuning problem to
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easier computational kernels tuning problems. Instead of using static source code analysis,
CERE extracts a kernel in Intermittent Representation format with LLVM compiler suite
and page-based memory state[18]. However, previous kernel generation efforts are project-
specific or compiler-specific, our target is to generate portable standalone Fortran kernels
that have no compiler constraints.
2.2 Unit Testing Framework
Software testing is a set of operations analyze the existing software to evaluate their
features and make sure that all of their requirements are met. It involves both verification
and validation activities such as checking the conformity of the product and executing
the software program to ensure that it performs correctly as customer needs and follows
requirement specification as agreed between development team and customer. The
motivation and the goal of unit tests meet the requirement of such a framework. First, unit
tests are essentially written to assure that the unit section satisfies the design requirements
and performs as expected. Second, the target of a unit testing procedure is to isolate a
certain section of the code and testify to make sure the individual parts work correctly.
Therefore, researchers can modify modules easily through a unit testing framework (UTF)
without causing potential problems and can check any intermediate results through UTF.
Nowadays, there are many unit testing frameworks, such as FUnit(not active anymore),
Fortran Unit Test Framework (FRUIT), FortUnit(not active anymore), pFUnit, and Flibs(a
collection of Fortran modules). The detailed comparison shows in Table 2.1. Since Fortran
unit testing module in Flibs can’t detect automatically and are not robust, we only take the
FRUIT and the pFUnit as examples. Inside these tools, they both have self-own designed
Fortran files that contain functions can be used to write tests, and other language extensions
to preprocess target unit code for generating unit tests and test driver automatically. After
a test driver is compiled along with the unit test modules and the Fortran files, a stand-alone
executable is produced. This standalone executable executes the tests and summarizes the
results. The differences between these two frameworks are: pFunit, includes comprehensive
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modules, support PGI Fortran and parallel codes, is better for software engineer while FRUIT
is a small package which needs users to write specific unit tests.
Their common defect is they do not have the ability to deal with codes snippets that
include global variables, which are visible and accessible throughout the whole program
with no shadow. A set of global variables is referred as global state or global environment.
Applications with a mutable global state are of poor testability and poor security. In this
circumstance, any test tool will have to configure all the time for all test cases for any
global variable, which makes testing harder. Furthermore, applications with a mutable
global state are of poor testability but also unsafe, for example, in a case of program-wide
database credentials, one test would cause corresponding vulnerabilities when it accesses to a
specific test database. Therefore, all unit testing frameworks don’t consider global variables.
However, a lot of tricky bugs are caused by mutability. Bugs that can be caused by mutation
from anywhere in the programs are even trickier, as it’s often hard to track down the exact
cause, and in legacy scientific code bases, there are big chances to have huge amount of
global variables anywhere, therefore, we must find ways to collect them automatically and
deal with them conveniently.
Kim introduced a Python-based tool called KGEN that extracts a part of Fortran code
from an application[37]. This tool can not only extract specific statements into stand-alone
kernels from large applications including MPI application, it also can verify the correctness
of the kernels and the tool by generating state data and comparing. The tool can deal
with global variables and have parallel computation configuration, but it includes excessive
time steps’ statistics and built in libraries for kernel generation, which decrease the overall
performance.
2.3 Parallel Unit Testing Tools
Since the scientific code is bulky and complicated, it is important to analyze the crucial
performance factor in order to optimize the code base. A various set of tools and methodology
were used to detect the performance and scaling problems, including shell timers, library
subroutines, profilers, and consisting of tracing analysis tools and sophisticated full-featured
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Table 2.1: Fortran unit testing framework comparison.
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toolsets. For example, the shell timex reports system related information in a common
format across a variety of shells. Profiling measures the frequency and duration of functions
or memory and time complexity of a program through instrumenting program’s source code
or executable file. Unlike profiling, the tracing approach records all events of an application
run with precise time stamps and a number of event type specific properties [16]. Performance
analysis toolkits include three steps: instrumentation, measurement, and analysis. Among
all popular toolkits, parallel UTF chooses Fortran supported Vampir to visualize the program
behavior, recorded by Score-P in open trace format.
Multithreading is an efficient programming and execution model that allows multiple
threads to exist and execute independently within the context of one process. The bottleneck
of multithreading is the data races problems. However, available data race detectors are not
practical in large projects since their cost is high in time and memory. Work proposes an
efficient AutoRT and this tool automatically generate parallel unit tests as a target for data
race detectors in a large project through Single Static Multiple Dynamic (SSMD) analysis
pattern[67]. The SSMD pattern can reduce complexity and are demonstrated to be efficient
even in large-scale software.
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However, the above paper only presented the parallel automatic unit testing case
generation concept, their experiment implementation never shows the difference between
single threading and multithreading model during program running. For our framework, we
have the ability to multithread and instrument UTF dynamically, which enable and disable
parameters state recording for different purposes.
2.4 Event Detection
Scientific code analysis with both domain knowledge and observational datasets has drawn
more and more attention. It is a big challenge to detect extreme anomaly events from large
datasets for domain science research. Especially, when dealing with observational datasets,
data reduction methodology should be considered one helpful way to overcome the large
volumes and real-time features. Valerio et al. present a data reduction and aggregation
approach for mitigating the impact of data size in a vehicular sensing application aimed at
monitoring the roughness of road surfaces[27].
Current algorithms for detecting extreme events are founded upon scientific experience
in defining events based on subjective thresholds of relevant physical variables[50][101].
dos Santos et al. proposes an approach to detect phenological changes through compact
images[24]. Spampinato et al. propose an automatic event detection system based on
the Makov Model[75]. Nissen et al. propose a technique for the identification of heavy
precipitation events, but only by means of threshold identifications, which is not suitable
for big database[50]. Gao et al. detect the occurrence of heavy precipitation events by
using composites to identify distinct large-scale atmospheric conditions[29]. Zscheischler et
al. present a methodological framework, also using thresholds, to detect spatiotemporally
contiguous extremes and the likely pathways of climate anomalies[101]. Shirvani et al.
develop and investigate a temperature detection model to detect climate change, but it
is limited to a single domain[72].
Above work has a common problem that they only consider the post analysis method after
receiving huge amount of simulation results. When researchers perform analyses with post-
simulation workflow, the generated data alltogether is transferred to different processors,
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either on the same machine or on different computing resources all together[11]. However, it
is unaffordable to transfer large amount of data through network, and climate model system
generally produces enormous multi-dimension variables. In addition, the machine resource
of the remote node(such as the CPU/GPU or the memory) would be quickly surpass the
limit with huge incoming data. Furthermore, with the post processing, researcher cannot
react quickly after capturing any events, instead, the concurrent analysis allows researchers
immediately take action and takes advantage of the high performance of graphics processing
unit (GPU). Therefore, we want an unsupervised event detection approach that does not
require human-labeled data as was required by[75][4]. An alternative choice is to design
an infrastructure and use this infrastructure to learn training dataset which captured from
long-term simulation experiment.
2.5 Performance Measurement
The Score-P project is an Open Source performance tool was funded by the German and
the US and started in 2009. This measurement system is a highly scalable and user-friendly
tool suite for profiling, event tracing, and online analysis of HPC applications[40]. The
design objective of the infrastructure is to provide a number of well-established performance
analysis frameworks run-time data which collected from target applications through a joint
instrumentation. These analysis tools include Periscope[10], Scalasca[30], VAMPIR[39], and
TAU[71] and other tools are easy to apply these results. Score-P inserts measurement probes
to the target application to collect measurement data, such as resource requirements, system
event recorder, running overhead, communication info. Once the defined events(program
related and system related) is triggered, the probe code will collect as the designed
granularity. At this moment, Score-P provides supports to parallelized programs through
MPI, OpenMP, and combination of both. Other than analyzing data after measurement
information is collected, Score-P also allows users to do online analysis by an interface
through altering measurement parameters to track performance data state, retrieving profile
data change, as well as interrupting and resuming applications’ execution. The architecture
is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Score-P’s design overview. The infrastructure provides performance analysis
frameworks with run-time data which collected from target applications(parallel or serial)





Figure 3.1 displays the initial motivation of the framework. First, user specifies a block of
code in a target Fortran software with Linux commands for clean/build/run the software.
Using this information, the framework scans through all the necessary source files and marks
statements that are required to make the marked block to be a standalone verifiable kernel.
The framework traverses the abstract syntax tree instead of actually reading text source
files for collecting analysis information and eventually selects a minimal set of statements for
kernel generation. Also, the framework produces two parts of data, one is using to drive the
executable kernels and the other is used to verify the execution results. The data generation
supports Fortran derived types that can contain another derived type variables. When the
generated kernel is executed, the details of verification result will be automatically shown on
screen with timing information for performance measurement.
In this section, we explain the technical details about how to build unit testing platform
with In Situ infrastructure and improve the framework. Four steps are needed for the
framework: (1)make each component(module or function) executable, (2)build In Situ
communication infrastructure, (3) communicate and verify through In Situ, and (4) design
a loop parallel method to improve.
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Figure 3.1: Motivation of Kernel Extraction Framework
3.1.1 Automated Kernel Generation
Building such framework and isolating modules are more than transforming source code to
stand alone execution. Especially, modules used in unit testing are more important and
widely used in practice since they allow testers understand the architectural dependency,
library dependency and data dependency between modules. Hence, in order to isolate
modules successfully and make them run as expected, the necessary steps are maintained all
behavior in modules and split the original external libraries dependencies.
(a) Libraries Dependency
In general, for the sake of improving the efficiency of programming and developing, many
software use external libraries, in our case, the scientific code linking with MPI library
and parallel I/O library for structured data software. However, these libraries are not
necessary for isolated modules because these libraries are used in distributed file systems
other than the simple testing environment, the cost for keeping them would be high and
two of the features of the UTF is portability and simplification. Therefore, two splitting
methods are provided to ignore the dependency. First is the push-down methodology
through abstracting, pushing down and recreating. The other is overwrite method that
rewrites the external class with easily build lines. The first one suits for methods that are
pervasive since it minimums the code modification, while the second one is the best choice
for the sparse classes or methods which needs a few code modification instead of extra
code insertion. Since most of our external functions are called at a moderate frequency,
we combine these methods together to get a better performance to eliminate the side
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effect. In Figure 3.2, we take the function ncd io, read I/O parallel, as an example. We
apply push down method first, which means we abstract the object method ncd io in
original class ncdio io, create two subclasses, the first one normal ncdio io push down
library dependencies via deleting method code and the second one test ncdio pio null
out all its dependencies to test. Last replace the ncd pio inside class normal ncdio io
with easy read and write method to handle dimension data.
Figure 3.2: Push down method.
(b) Data Dependency
Between modules in legacy code, a lot of data transfer work happens, and also numbers
of global variables initialized at the very beginning of every single module. In order to
conquer the problems in splitting the data dependency process, we employ a compiler-
based code analyzer that recursively analyzes the data flow in the code base and
summarizes current module’s and child modules’ initialization problem. Figure 3.3
displays the flowchart of the data flow analyzer which divides data into three groups
based on data access method: the write only group includes variable modified in the
module; the read only group includes variables whose value are only needed in the
module; and the mod group includes data will be modified based on its previous value.
Below is the data flow generation algorithm:
• Step1: parse the target module to record call tree and generate the call graph, its
goal is to figure out which one is the parent and which ones are children.
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• Step2: analyze data dependency in the unit of interest and mark them with
three labels(read only, write only, and mod), record current module’s initialization
function as well if the module has one. If a child module is found in Step1, trace
back to step1, set current child module as target module and perform the algorithm,
otherwise, go to the next step.
• Step3: store every scanned module’s initialization function and their data streams
in groups. They are required for the unit’s initialization and operation.
Figure 3.3: Data flow code analyzer.
Repeat the algorithm till all unit modules of interest get their functions required for
initialization, subroutine lists, and variables for current module and submodules, the
overview shown in Figure 3.4.
3.1.2 In Situ Infrastructure
Several desired results require the workflow of scientific data analysis should be scalable.
These outcomes conclude: the analysis code base can be accessed by internal peer-review and
external peer-review; the analysis development should satisfy the application development
process; the analysis process should compute as much as quickly and not become a burden
of scientists which require constant time instead of simulation time length.
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Figure 3.4: Code instrumentation.
In this case, we switch the traditional post-processing method to In Situ processing
method to meet scientific goals which include large-scale data analysis. Because the In Situ
processing increases domain scientists’ productivity other than waiting simulation results
after a long time period running. In addition, we already have an analysis code base, which
includes simulation function and standalone modules and executable kernel generation. Last,
the analysis repository should be integrated with original scientific code base(under same
development path), which allow all module builders access the analysis code easily to peer-
review.
In Situ processing perform analyses and only store the results while the scientific code is
running, which combined to greatly reduce the data size and then mitigate excessively the
disk capacity or bandwidth. The benefits, narrowed the gap between I/O and computation,
enormously motivate the In Situ processing and improve In Situ paradigms. Largely
data-parallel operations, including visualization[81][95][96] , and statistical compression and
queries[42], have been directly integrated into simulation routines, enabling them to operate
on in-memory simulation data[41]. One of the primary advantages of simulation-time
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visualization is the ability it grants scientists to visually monitor their simulation while it is
running[26]. Over a wide-area network, they were able to interactively change visualization
parameters used to visually monitor simulation runs[95].
In Situ analysis could also work well with parallel and efficient scientific simulation which
make full use of compute cycles and mesh partition, because In Situ method can access the
state data directly and allow the analysis code read and write without waiting. In this
way, the analysis is performed on accumulated state or instant state along with time. The
simulation will call a write operation and the data size resulting from analysis write would
be the same with data for post analysis or data that dumped out every checkpoint, but the
data results maintain the information at hand, therefore, the expensive I/O is no longer a
specific issue for scientific simulation. This does reduce the ability to do post-hoc, exploratory
analysis, but alternatives are being sought out to get around this limitation[1, 80].
On the other hand, it is a big change in scientific software development for domain
scientists that switch post processing to in situ processing. Post processing analysis code
designed by different scientists without sharing and peer-review exposes a lot of problems,
such as poor version control, poor documentation, inefficiency, and nonrepeatability. Instead,
In Situ workflow development is an instance of a standard software development model that
has a series of quality assurance operations are available for external peer-review, such as
planning, testing, documentation, upkeep[90].
Large-scale simulations have been moving to in situ methods as their primary analysis
mechanism[19][35][81]. The primary reason is that I/O bandwidth to storage has not kept
pace with numerical computing data generation[76], and it is a relatively expensive resource
to scale-up compared to compute cycles[36]. While it is possible to achieve performance
with post-processing[46], the relative cost to achieve the same level of performance as in
situ analysis will typically be much higher[60]. In addition, on parallel file systems, store
a large amount of data and then analyses them expose a performance decreasing problem.
On the cluster servers, large data sets will be flushed to slower systems for other users.
Efforts from Tikhonova et al. and Ahrens et al. have been working towards alleviating the
traditional drawback of in situ processing, which has been the lack of exploratory, post-hoc
analysis[80][1].
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Numerous tools with In Situ processing method have been implemented to deal with the
I/O issues. Fabian et al.[26] enable in situ visualization and analysis with the Catalyst library
based on ParaView. Likewise, Whitlock et al.[41] provide run-time visualization services with
LibSim based on VisIt. Vishwanath et al.[83] and Lofstead et al.[48] provide generalized
in situ and alternative analysis workflows via their GLEAN and ADIOS frameworks,
respectively. Woodring et al.[89] explored zero-copy data structures between simulations and
visualization frameworks to reduce the memory footprint of in situ analysis. Nouanesengsy
et al.[56] developed a generalized framework for triaging large-scale simulation data at the
source to produce reduced data products.
If only for meeting the bandwidth constraints and fewer costs to scale back storage, we
can not meet the scientific demands. State computation results change far more quickly
than the capture rate by a storage system which means the ration of simulation data state is
sparse and lead to the impossibility of the scientific analysis goals. Due to the relative costs
of computing vs. I/O, it is easy to imagine a scenario where the I/O takes longer than the
actual computation for a model [25].
3.1.3 Verification Process
In the unit testing procedure, verification is a necessary part. UTF verify the correctness
through data stream captured in the original code base. Therefore, in the benchmark case
of simulation, we insert two ”inspectors” at the beginning and ending of the interesting
module in the scientific legacy code. ”Inspectors” will malloc local memory for these
parameters: the read only, write only, and mod, listed in ”data flow generation” step. Then
we design a data transfer interface that based on In Situ communication described in next
section. The data transfer interface is to capture variable values of a specific module within
scientific application during the application execution. The detailed consideration of In Situ
communication method will be presented and the design includes internal variable package
layout and networked common data structure discuss below.
(a) Communication Method We provide a communication service could be performed on any
single machine and running as a separate tool from scientific software, the service is an
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In Situ processing method based on CCI[5]. Figure 3.5 displays this data communication
service design. First, begin to run both analysis code and simulation code, the analysis
part creates an endpoint and allocate and register a buffer based on user specified
variables and simulation time window. Then it sends a request to simulation code part.
The simulation part will create an endpoint, allocate and register a buffer before running
original scientific code and then connect to the remote endpoint, the UTF in this case.
Before the specified module starts, the simulation part will check whether current time
step is in the time interval, if it is, write the required data into initialized buffer after
the time step’s running finishes, pack the buffer and send it to remote analysis part
through the network immediately. The receiver will react to the package instantly since
it always listens on the shared endpoint. The UTF performs below work: unpack the
package, store them in current machine’s buffer for immediately analyze or store them
in a external format in a disk for later analyze.
Figure 3.5: In Situ processing between simulation and UTF.
(b) Data Buffer Layout In order to pack and unpack in the correct way, senders and receivers
need to follow a package rule, shown in Figure 3.6. The figure explains variables are saved
one by one which means they are contiguous in a buffer and the size of the total is fixed
and informed at the beginning. For an individual variable, the information includes
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Figure 3.6: Data buffer layout.
variable name, variable type, variable dimension(default is three), the first dimension
number, the second dimension number, the third dimension number, offset space, length
of stored variables and actual values.
(c) Exchangeable Common Data Format
When dealing with domain-specific software, we need to employ an efficient data format
for communication and huge state data storage, even if the primary capability of In
Situ infrastructure is to save disk space. In our case, we use a self-described, machine-
independent data format (Networked Common Data Format) among all others. NetCDF
allows users to create multi-dimension array data, access array data and share data in
the easiest way, which make netCDF become a standard data forms in scientific research.
The capability of netCDF comes from the implementation of Common Description
Language(CDL), which includes dimensions(name and length description are needed),
variables(name, length, type and shape descriptions are needed), and a data section.
The optional data section has an optional description that identifies where the variable
is initialized. The netCDF and CDL utilization can be found at [64].
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3.1.4 Sequential UTF
With above analysis, the sequential UTF structure displays below. The procedures in
Figure 3.7 include: Split library dependency to make UTF more portable; Split data
dependency; Communicate with legacy code through in situ method to achieve input data
stream; Compare generated data from the generated kernels with the captured data from
the scientific legacy code to verify the sequential UTF.
Figure 3.7: Sequential UTF
3.1.5 Parallel UTF
Most modules in scientific models have a lot of scientific value. But the low-level design
algorithms cost extra time for researchers and re-build and improvement need specific domain
knowledge for different domain scientists, thereby just reusing valuable kernels is obviously
the right approach for legacy code. However, there would be a huge overhead of execution
time and resource consumption to use the original software. In previous research, we focus
on how to design a framework and generate unit testing with the framework and how to
drive the units and validate the correctness of the infrastructure. The performance is not
durable for running multiple time steps, such as a two-month period simulation, due to the
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serial design as shown in Figure 3.8. Therefore, in this study, in order to make our kernel
generation infrastructure more reliable and more practical, we improve our design with a
parallel method.
Figure 3.8: I/O Scalability of current method
The first challenge is generating an experiment with user-required subroutines and making
sure the experiment is reasonable. We first need to extract the specific unit module with
accurate logic. Therefore, we apply our former kernel generation framework to isolate the
user required modules and then validate the correctness of the framework.
Second, there is huge data transfer between different modules and continuous time step
simulations. In our previous work, we divided data based on data access method into three
groups: write only, read only and the modify [92]. In the parallel version, since disk I/O
operation was time-costly, we switched the I/O read to memory read/write for the sake of
satisfying the goal of overall performance improvement. During our research, a code analyzer
is adopted to analyze call tree and data generation based on module relevance.
Afterward, we divided the variables into three groups (In-Module group, Out-Module
group, and Constant group) by the functional relevance in order to make sure the parallel
CPU cores run during multiple time step simulation. In-Module variables are the variables
modified by a specific module and can be directly retrieved from the end of the module.
These variables appeared in the outStream data flow of the module to drive the subsequent
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module. The value of Constant variables are fixed and only to be initialized at the beginning
of multiple time step simulation running. The value ofOut-Module variables in current
module’s input data stream are modified by other modules. As such, we need to retrieve
them from the end of other modules during the original scientific code running and then
provide them at each time step in the unit test platform.
By analyzing how these variables were being used, we further tagged them with two
tags: disk variables and memory variables. Since the Constant variables are constant
environmental setting variables during the experiment process, we tag them as disk variables
and only read them once. The Out-Module variables’ value is passing from outside of the
target modules; we tagged them as disk variables and read them at each time step. Since
the In-Module variables refer to variables whose values are changed during the experimental
process, we tagged them as memory variables and transfer them to the next time step.
Figure 3.9: Workflow of the data groups’ generation
Figure 3.9 displays the workflow of the variable groups’ generation. First, generate the
relative variables groups of the interesting module in the original scientific code through a
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recursive code analyzer. Then we divided these variables into three main groups based on the
access label: (1) in-module variables, (2) constant variables, and (3) out-module variables.
Third, we considered choosing a loop-parallel algorithm. Figure 3.10 describes an n-
case computation. First, the retrieved Constant variables’ values were used to set up the
experiment environment. Then, n cases were initialized with a customized requirement
and MPI execution environment. Inside each case, there were ranksize processes. Every
process i read data from two storage media (except the first timestep process loads all
variables from disk). One storage media was a disk, which was a file written with Out-
Module variables’ values from the original scientific code. The other storage media was MPI
message buffer, which received updated In-Module data from the previous timestep’s process
and includes. The process simulated the status of timestep T ranging from 1 to user-defined
F and constantly sent data to the next timestep (i+1) mod ranksize th process.
The ALM source code runs on a multi-programmatic heterogeneous cluster on the Red
Hat Enterprise Linux 6 64-bit system, the ORNL Institutional Cluster (OIC). The improved
UTF runs on Cray Titan, the third fastest supercomputer has 18,688 compute nodes, every
node contains a 16-core processor, 32 G DDR3 memory, and a Cray connection with 1.4
TB/s transfer speed. Every two nodes have one shared GeminiTM connected the high-
speed router. The improved UTF has five stages: user specification, dataflow generation,
customized experiment generation, experiment verification, and experiment execution.
User Specification: User needs to define which module to isolate. Generally, in the
model builder step, the UTF needed to claim which modules to extract; the researchers
need to customize this experiment by determining the necessary duration of the experiment
simulation period and how to initialize parameters.
Dataflow Generation: UTF used a data flow analyzer to split the data dependency
between modules. The analyzer first collected constant variables from scientific source
code’s driver module, in-module variables, and out-Module variables inside each module,
and then the analyzer inserted all these variables declarations to the original scientific code’s
corresponding modules as an ”inspector”. Therefore, after re-compiling and re-running the
scientific code, we extracted all required simulation periods’ input data stream files and start
time step output data stream file. The start time step output data stream file was used to
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Figure 3.10: Loop Parallel method
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verify the logic of the UTF. The data generation script scanned all user-specified modules
using the dataflow analyzer. The script then collected, divided, and extracted based on the
variables’ access method.
Customized Experiment Generation: In this stage, it was necessary to isolate modules to
be independent of unnecessary libraries, such as the parallel IO library (PIO) and Networked
Common Data Format (netCDF), which is expensive and has platform incompatibly
problems. Second, these libraries were replaced with easily realized functions without
dependent libraries, making the kernel more portable. Finally, the driver was configured
with initialized global parameters and constant variables, and the UTF prepared the required
modules and loaded required data from different storage media based on the last stage’s
recursive analysis.
Experiment Verification: in order to verify and make sure each module worked correctly
on our platform with the previous setting, we compared results from the unit testing platform
with data captured from the scientific code. In the last two steps, the environmental setting
and parameters initialization was the same as the original scientific code. This was tested
quickly in one time step running.
Experiment Execution: Once the infrastructure setting was verified, we prepared to run
the experiment in parallel. At the beginning of the infrastructure, we applied n*m processes
for n instances. Inside every instance, a process first loaded Out-Module variables’ values
from a disk file and then checked whether it was the first time step. If the process was
not the first time step process, it switched to wait for state until it receives last time step’s
In-Module data package through MPI RECV method. Otherwise, the process read disk file
for initialization. A very short time later, the process finished the computation and checked
if the process was the last time step process, if it was, recorded the experiment result and
exits; otherwise, sent the In-Module data package to the next time step’s process through
MPI SEND and began to deal with the i+m th timestep’s procedure. Different instances
shared the same disk files but conduct different computation.
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3.2 Event Detection for Virtual Observation System
3.2.1 Design Considerations
In the past twenty years, researchers has made significant efforts to research and develop
high fidelity and high performance climate and Earth ecosystem simulation, which is a
fully coupled and hierarchy ecosystem model. The model can give us more insight into the
climate change, climate evolution and climate anomaly events. Significant examples of event
information about extreme climate phenomena include floods[61], precise water availability,
storms probability, sea level, the frequency and duration of drought, and the intensity and
duration of the extreme heat. It is a significant assessment for global change to understand
climate extreme events, furthermore, such events or enduring situation will affect whole
nation or whole world’s economies.
It is a big challenge for researchers and module builders that capture events in huge
transferred stream dataset within high performance computing context, especially the I/O
constraints. In general, scientists tolerate few performance decreases of scientific code, which
increases the performance expectation of the analysis code. Generally, the best way to
overcome fewer resource constraints in is In Situ concurrent analysis method. Because the
method allows analysis side shares essential computing resource with data generating side,
which means all scientific results are available synchronously. Therefore, in order to meet
the performance expectation, a promising scheme that switches post data analysis method
mainly to pipelining method through In Situ would work. Moreover, the parallel architecture
design and multiple smaller cores’ feature of GPUs make the multiple analysis far more
efficient than previous post processing work. The simulation analyzes required data status
in real time merely. As an alternative way, researchers and module builders want to have
an efficient helpful event detection approach that reflect elements’ variation (increase or
decrease) over time quickly, as a result, they can take actions in case any bad results happens.
A previous paper[88] presented a virtually observed system (VOS) that provides interactive
observation and run-time analysis capability through high-performance data transport and
in-situ data process method during system simulation.
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Figure 3.11: VOS Overview.
Figure 4.7 explains the workflow of the VOS. Three components are included in the
VOS framework: compiler-based code analyzer, communication interface and data analysis
infrastructure. First, the analyzer analyzes modules of interest to get the data structure and
data dependency of the module. Then it inserts these variables’ statement to the scientific
code model. The second component is the communication service using CCI (common
communication interface), an API that is portable, efficient, and robust to meet the needs of
network-intensive applications[6]. After the modified simulation code starts to run, the VOS
mallocs demand variable buffer and interact with simulation code through CCI interface.
The CCI channel employs a Remote Memory Access method to send remote buffers to the
data analysis component in GPU through network since the parallelism of CPU is much
lower than GPU[25]. The last step is data analysis process, which requests data signals,
preprocess the signal, detect anomaly events and finally provides event to end users. The
first two components are explained in our previous work[88][54]. This section put emphasis
on how to capture events successfully in the last component.
3.2.2 Data Decimation
I/O constraint would be big challenge in the climate model involved VOS system, because
every 30 minutes (only one simulation time step), the analysis process for one single module
will receive hundreds of multi-dimension variables. Due to the characteristic of great
quantities and periodicity, digital signal processing principle is brought out. Signal processing
focuses on the analysis, synthesis and modification of signals and it includes the fundamental
theory, applications, algorithms, and implementations of signals[54]. The broad definition is
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to translate signals to a phenomenon, a behavior or a behavior of interest. A signal could
refer to sound, audio or statistics in many domains and various formats.
Due to the machine resource is limited, such as the computing capability and the memory
space, it is beneficial to decrease the data sampling rate to a lower rate in order to meet
the less resource requirement. However, reduce the data sampling rate alone will affect the
feature trend and then the interpretation of the variable. In order to fix this problem, a filter
for smoothing data trend with minimum information reduction is needed. Different research
purpose needs different signal filter. For the purpose of detecting long period climate trend
results from interaction among multiple elements anomalies, a low-pass filter is needed. The
filter with a threshold frequency is designed to allow signals whose frequency is lower than
threshold going through and weaken signals with higher frequency. In this way, the filter can
cut out the the short term fluctuations and leave the long term wave motions. In contrast, if
researchers are looking for an abrupt event happens in a short time, a high-frequency filter
is needed. The filter permits signals with high-frequency and weakens low-frequency signals.
The data reduction procedure includes two components: a filter and a decimator. The filter
smoothes digital signals through passing qualified signal samplings and the the decimator
decimates signal sampling rate to get a decimator times smaller datasets. Generally, the
sufficient decimator factor would be doubled or larger than the original signal frequency based
on Nyquist sampling theorem. Nyquist sampling theorem establishes a sufficient condition
for a sample rate that permits a discrete sequence of samples to capture all the information




4.1 UTF and Extension
The UTF can be extended to many applications, such as the virtual observation system
for real time scientific code simulations, interactive data visualization, performance tuning,




















Figure 4.1: UTF and Extension
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4.2 Case Description
We display the importance of the In Situ method for our case in this section. In order
to better understand our earth system’s past and current scenarios and quickly react to
future phenomena or event, scientists have made great efforts to learn and build earth model
which represents the earth system with high fidelity in the past few decades. Especially, the
Community Earth System Model in the United States is a leading model among all other
earth system models in the world. Then a US national project called Accelerated Climate
Modeling for Energy (ACME) was created and branched from the CESM after 2014. Our
case is the land model(ALM) inside the ACME and it focuses on the land surface simulation
which includes vegetated part and non-vegetated part, such as carbon state/fluxes variables,
nitrogen state/flues variables, and energy, etc. Therefore, in the ALM source base, there are
about 350,000 code lines, 1800 code files and external libraries supports. Figure 4.2 shows
the call-tree of ALM.
The land model analysis is always being done through post processing, which stores
intermediate data in files at every few time steps. These server side files or cluster side files
are needed to be moved to analyst’s local file system, such as desktop computer or login
node on the server side. Analysis code and results visualization are performed on processors
of a server part or on a desktop. In the past, the model did not design with higher fidelity,
which testified by the size of 1/8 degree’s simulation result files that was 12.5 MB under the
global grid. But as the model develops deeper, the size of same degree’s simulation result
files increases to 7 GB. The great increase explains the post analysis workflow is no longer
suitable and sustainable for the land model when our object is a high spatial and temporal
resolution code.
Event detection in analyzing global land model needs about 2.5 TB for one year simulation
and up to 250 TB for 100 years. Even apply post analysis method in supercomputers which
allow users scales as many as processors to the analysis processing, the performance (the
sum execution time from simulation start to results received) converge to a constant that
can not scale anymore with more computer nodes or resources.
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Specifically, for a 15 km grid land model case, the total execution time in an 8k cores
supercomputer would be 10 hours, 8 hours for analysis and 2 hours for simulation. And
the cost is fixed even we have parallel code base applied to more than 8k cores in a parallel
condition. In fact, the time cost is much higher than just 10 hours since the high cost
of manual large amount files moving work, the assigned fewer processing cores or even a
desktop. The reason for moving intermediate data files when the analysis operated on the
same parallel filesystem is the system’s resource is open to qualified users. If the data size
is too big especially 250 TB and current resource requirement is high, the system cannot
maintain for a long time.
In the future, the simulation intermediate data files will increase to 1.5 TB for 1km global
grids in a land model, and the execution time for simulation and analysis all together grows
greatly. In addition, analysis cannot restrict to certain configuration’s machine equipped
with a better resource or specific certain analyst with higher I/O capability and should be
operated at any time steps period according to researchers’ requirement. Upper is the main
considerations to switch post analysis to In Situ analysis.
4.3 Sequential UTF Implementation
The ALM source code runs on a multi-programmatic heterogeneous cluster on the Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 6 64-bit system, the ORNL Institutional Cluster (OIC). The UTF performs
on a laptop equipped with four Intel i7 processors, 4 GB memory, and the 32-bit Ubuntu
Linux operation system. The five steps are shown in Figure 4.3, code analysis and statement
creation, data transfer, preprocess stage, the kernel execution, and verification.
The first step is to split data dependency and also analyze the data flow through compiler-
based code analyzer and store parameters via data flow generation. The analyzer scans an
original module of interest, collects submodules and data groups recursively. Then the
analyzer switch to insert mode, create parameters declaration and insert these declarations
into either the beginning or the ending based on the data access mode to the original ALM
code. Besides, the ALM has some specific variable forms and specific code lines, the analyzer
needs to pay extra time and use an extra script to deal with these issues.
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Figure 4.2: The first level calltree of ALM
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Figure 4.3: ALM Kernel Generation Platform equipped with In Situ interface
In our example, the module CanopyFluxes is a function to learn the canopy process from
underground to top. It includes 18 child subroutines, and four of them have grandchild
subroutines, shown in Figure 4.4. In order to split the data dependency from the original
code base, the analyzer needs to extract out all required variables not only in the current
module but also in the child modules’. Combine these variables into two parts, the first
part is the input variables stream includes read only, write only, mod, the other part is
the output variables stream includes write only, mod. Then, the analyzer generates input
inspector with input variables declaration codes and inserts these at the beginning of the
module, and generates capture purpose inspector with output variables lines and insert these
at the end of the module of CanopyFluxes. Then start to execute the ALM code.
The next step is the data transfer process. Since ALM and most scientific codes are
written in Fortran, but the In Situ infrastructure offers a C interface, we need to design a
Fortran wrapper and a C Function. The function is used to insert to the UTF and to pack
required data in the executable kernel. The wrapper instrumented in the scientific code and
is used to call the C function. The ISO binding module allows Fortran code has embedded C
language code through the attribute of Fortran/C interoperability implemented by Fortran
standard. With the wrapper and the pack function, the ALM source code and the UTF are
ready to communicate with each other.
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Figure 4.4: Call-tree of unit CanopyFluxes
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The preprocessing step is to prepare the kernels and isolate the kernels from depending
on the external libraries. In this case, the library is parallel IO library(PIO) conducts
parallel file read and file write conveniently but the cost is high during the configuration and
maintenance. In order to split the PIO, we perform the following steps: identify the PIO
library, create a new class fileutils with subroutines fio open, fio read, fio write, fio insert, and
fio close, last, replace open/close/read/write NetCDF functions with these new functions.
After these steps, the analyzer is easy to collect parameters from the original scientific code.
The kernel running stage is the main part of the UTF. The kernel generation driver
sets configuration equal to ALM simulation’s, and run the required modules. The work of
this stage includes: initialize environmental parameters and constants in the driver module,
declare global variables and other required parameters collected from the first step in the
kernel module, connect and request simulation code with the input parameters, run the
kernel after collecting all data, last, generate an output file.
The last stage is verification, which verifies the results generated from the last stage
through comparison with captured simulation results. For case CanopyFluxes, the UTF
generates a specific time step’s result F1 by using transferred input memory values, the
ALM code base transfers the same time step’s full simulation result F2 to analyzer, the
UTF compare file F1 and file F2 focus on every grid and every plant level of each individual
variable. At this point, the UTF is verified and can be extended to kernels experiment or
performance tuning experiment.
4.4 Sequential UTF Experiment Results
The purpose of sequential UTF experiment is variables tracking, track specific variable’s
change in one module or multiple modules of the scientific code. It is difficult for researchers
and testers to check variables ’ state in the complicated legacy scientific code for various
reasons. First, the legacy code is not in well-designed mode, most of the time, variables
are not initialized, which makes the popular testing tools fail to display the real value of
variables. Second, the code base is large which makes the specific variable’s tracking in one
or multiple modules during multiple time steps is very costly, and the multi-dimensional
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variable is too complex to be clearly identified in command debugging mode. Therefore,
the UTF can be used as variables monitor. The analyzer generates a group of variables’
declaration and inserts these code into the original code base before the simulation running.
The last chapter explains the technical analysis and design of CCI interface and In Situ
methodology, which shows the communication feature and data share characteristic between
sender and receiver. Therefore, in the experiment, the analyzer malloc data buffer based
on their analysis results. After preprocess work is done on two sides, the analyzer sends
a request to the ALM, and the ALM prepares and sends back data to the analyzer. The
following section will show two different variables checking goals. The single point tracking
is to check specific variables in one module either in the input stream or in the output stream
during multiple time steps. The other one is multi-point tracking, which checks a variable of
interest among multiple relative modules in the call tree during a long period of simulation.
Single Point Tracking In this experiment, we choose variable deadstemc patch in module
CNAllocation to demonstrate our framework’s variables tracking’s feasibility. The module’s
purpose is allocate required chemical element(carbon, oxygen, nitrogen) to land model,
therefore, as an initialization function, it is a moderate size function with 160 global variables,
65 variables are read only, 38 variables are written only and 57 variables fall in modified
group. For three dimensional variables, there are 32 plant type levels in the third dimension,
and the levels reflect 32 plant categories’ difference on biogeophysical and biogeochemical
aspect respectively. We track the tenth category of carbon state’s variation from date
1/1/2000 to date 1/1/2001. Since one time step in the simulation is 30 minutes, the total
experiment time steps are 17,520. Figure 4.5 displays the internal variation of variable
deadstemc patch in module CNAllocation during one year.
Multi-point Tracking Many global variables and functions are interconnected with each
other and the call tree has many layers in the scientific code, it is meaningful for researchers
or model builders to check how a key element changes through whole code or continuous
modules over a long time period. Like the leafy patch element in the land model is
necessary for determining following five simulation subroutines, the C and N initialization
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Figure 4.5: Value’s change of variable deadstemc patch in subroutine CNAllocation for the
year of 2000.
function, the gap phase mortality function for C and N, the harvest phase mortality function
for C and N, the variation of C and N in different ecosystem environment , and fire
district calculation. In addition, the element variable leafc patch is a key participant in
the carbon state update functions, either for non-mortality fluxes CNCStateUpdate1, or
mortality fluxes CNCStateUpdate2, CNCStateUpdate3, controls functions in critical state
variables CNPrecisionControl, and function dyn cnbal patch. First, researchers pick which
variable at which time step to track, then use the analyzer to create variable declaration
for simulation code. Through the In Situ simulation communication method, the analyzer
receives interesting variable’s values at start time step and also necessary read/written
parameters for the kernel execution purpose. Figure 4.6 displays variable leafc patch’s change
among corresponding modules on the eleventh plant level for 120 time steps (2.5 days). Color
blue is function CStateUpdate1, color red is module CStateUpdate2, color green represents
subroutine CStateUpdate2h, and color purple stands for CStateUpdate3. The variation trend
explains the leafy storage is dropping off in September within CStateUpdate2.
4.5 Parallel UTF Application
4.5.1 Coupling in Mathematical Models
Because the scientific code base is complex and large, with lots of interacted modules, it is
the simulation model of multiple factors. Generally speaking, in the scientific community,
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Figure 4.6: Change of Variable leafc patch among four related modules.
there are three types of coupled systems. The first class of coupled systems includes multiple
interacting objects in a shared spatial domain: for example, the transfer of energy between
an object and its environment due to fluid motion or objects that are in physical contact.
The second one is interfacial coupling where the interaction occurs at the interface.
Interfacial coupling is used to model the flight of vehicles through the atmosphere, which
creates a pressure load on the shell of the vehicle and in turn affects the structural dynamics
of the interior of the vehicle [59].
The third one is the most common and appears in many scientific models and engineering
systems. In these settings, a number of separate objects are coupled together through
all kinds of low-dimensional interactions. For example, in Figure 4.7, the model ACME
is designed to understand how natural and human changes in terrestrial land surfaces
will affect the climate [58]. As the climate project designed to understand the climate
action under specified circumstances in the past and at present, the model concentrate
on the interconnections among biogeochemical submodel, physical submodel, and chemical
submodel. Therefore, the ACME system consists of submodels related to land biogeophysics,
the hydrologic cycle, biogeochemistry, human dimensions, and ecosystem dynamics[87].
As a result of interconnections between biogeophysics and geochemical, ACME simula-
tions have to be executed with other earth system components and include several physical
earth system components, such as land, atmosphere, ocean, ice, and glaciers etc [84]. The
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ACME Land Model (ALM) system currently includes over 1800 Fortran code files and no less
than 350,000 Fortran code lines. Unfortunately, the software complexity of ALM became a
barrier to rapid model improvements and validation [85] [86], but it is inconvenient to track
specific modules and capture the specific factors’ effects on changes in the model.
Figure 4.7: Overview of ACME.
The improved UTF runs on Cray Titan, the third fastest supercomputer has 18,688
compute nodes, every node contains a 16-core processor, 32 G DDR3 memory, and a Cray
connection with 1.4 TB/s transfer speed. Every two nodes have one shared GeminiTM
connected high-speed router. The parallel UTF (as shown in Figure 4.8) has five stages:
kernel specification, dataflow generation, customized experiment generation, experiment
verification, and experiment execution.
Kernel Specification: In the beginning, users need to define a module of interest to isolate.
Generally, in the model builder step, the UTF needed to claim which modules to extract;
the researchers need to customize this experiment by determining the necessary duration of
the experiment simulation period and how to initialize parameters.
Dataflow Generation: UTF used a dataflow analyzer to split the data dependency
between modules. The analyzer first collected constant variables from scientific source
code’s driver module, in-module variables, and out-Module variables inside each module,
and then the analyzer inserted all these variables declarations to the original scientific code’s
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Figure 4.8: Overview of the Improved Parallel Infrastructure
corresponding modules as an ”inspector”. Therefore, after re-compiling and re-running the
scientific code, we extracted all required simulation periods’ input data stream files and start
time step output data stream file. The start time step output data stream file was used to
verify the logic of the UTF. The data generation script scanned all user-specified modules
using the dataflow analyzer. The script then collected, divided, and extracted based on the
variables’ access method.
Customized experiment generation: In this stage, it was necessary to isolate modules to
be independent of unnecessary libraries, such as the parallel IO library (PIO) and Networked
Common Data Format (netCDF), which is expensive and has platform incompatibly
problems. Second, these libraries were replaced with easily realized functions without
dependent libraries, making the kernel more portable. Finally, the driver was configured
with initialized global parameters and constant variables, and the UTF prepared the required
modules and loaded required data from different storage media based on the last stage’s
recursive analysis.
Experiment Verification: in order to verify and make sure each module worked correctly
on our platform with the previous setting, we compared output data stream generated in
the UTF with files transferred from the scientific simulation. In the last two steps, the
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environmental setting and parameters initialization was the same as the original scientific
code. This was tested quickly in one time step running.
Figure 4.9: Overview of MPI Unit platform
Experiment Execution: Once the infrastructure setting was verified, we prepared to
run the experiment in parallel. Figure 4.9 shows how the parallel framework works. At
the beginning of the infrastructure, we applied n*m processes for n instances. Inside every
instance, a process first loaded Out-Module variables’ values from a disk file and then checked
whether it was the first time step. If the process was not the first time step process, it
switched to wait for state until it receives last time step’s In-Module data package through
MPI RECV method. Otherwise, the process read disk file for initialization. A very short
time later, the process finished the computation and checked if the process was the last
time step process, if it was, recorded the experiment result and exits; otherwise, sent the
In-Module data package to the next time step’s process through MPI SEND and began to
deal with the i+m th timestep’s procedure. Different instances shared the same disk files
but conduct different computation.
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4.5.2 Experiment Introduction
The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate the performance of the improved framework
and compare the decomposition process in full ALM model and isolated model, which sets
the same environment configuration with intersite decomposition experiment team (LIDET).
The decomposition submodel is the convergent trophic cascade (CTC) used in a number of
studies in the Community Land Model (REFS). CTC was evaluated using LIDET data
previously in [14]; however, in this study, CTC was applied in standalone mode and did not
consider temporal variations in environmental and nutrient conditions that would occur in
the full model. Performing the LIDET study in ALM may introduce unrealistic feedbacks
between the simulated litter bags and vegetation growth. Here we apply a functional testing
approach, which allows the CTC submodel to operate independently while retaining the
temporally varying environmental drivers calculated by ALM. Of particular interest in this
investigation is (1) the influence of litter decomposition base rate parameters, and (2) the
influence of nitrogen limitation, and the temporal variability of this limitation, on litter
decomposition.
4.5.3 Experiment Setups
In the experiments, six types of leaf litter were placed in fine mesh bags at 21 sites
representing a range of biomes. The mass of remaining carbon and nitrogen in this litter was
measured annually over a 10-year period. To simulate the experimental conditions in the
model, we first spun up the carbon and nitrogen pools using an accelerated decomposition
phase for 500 years, followed by a return to normal decomposition rate for 500 years [78]. In
these simulations, we used a repeating cycle of the CRU-NCEP meteorology over the years
1901-1920. Then we performed a transient simulation from the years January 1st, 1850 -
October 1st, 1990, which was forced by changing atmospheric CO2 concentrations, nitrogen
and aerosol deposition and land use. Globally gridded meteorological and land-surface data
were used for these simulations except for plant functional type, which was replaced using
site information. The model state on October 1st, 1990 represents the simulated conditions
at the beginning of the experiment.
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At this point, the UTF was applied to a 10-year simulation. For a control simulation
in which no litter is added, we run the full scientific model and save all model state
variables at every timestep. These model states were then used as boundary conditions
for our decomposition unit, for which only the decomposition subroutines and relevant
updating codes are active. For each site, we added litter inputs to the first soil layer
using the appropriate mass, quality, and C:N ratios for each of the six litter types. The
decomposition unit is driven by soil moisture, temperature, and the nutrient limitation
factor for decomposition from the full model. Unlike in the full version of the scientific code,
there was no feedback between decomposition and the ecosystem.
4.5.4 Experiment Results
We compare the full version of ALM with ALM UTF for conifer and tropical forests against
LIDET observations, representing 5 and 4 of the 21 sites respectively. Figure 4.10 shows
the remaining mass of carbon as a function of time over the 10-year experiment for the two
model versions and observations, averaged over all 6 litter types. A best fit to observations
is performed by fitting an exponential function y = a*exp(-bx) + c. In both conifer and
tropical forests, the carbon mass remaining declines more rapidly in ALM UTF than in the
full ALM, which is more consistent with the best fit to observations. The ALM UTF model is
more consistent with the actual experimental conditions, because in the experiment the small
amount of litter in the litter bag added to each plot is not large enough to induce ecosystem-
scale feedbacks. However, in the full ALM, the added litter effectively covers the entire
land surface, causing feedbacks to vegetation growth. The additional litter unrealistically
stimulates vegetation growth in the full ALM, causing more carbon fixation and increased
litterfall, effectively increasing the carbon mass remaining. In both the full ALM and
in the ALM UTF, the carbon mass remaining is significantly higher than that estimated
by [14] when comparing the CTC submodel in ALM (then CLM) to the DAYCENT soil
decomposition model. That analysis, while also using a functional unit approach, did not
use the full model for boundary conditions and thus neglected to consider changing nutrient
limitation and environmental conditions. The approach taken in ALM UTF is a useful
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way to perform such model-experiment intercomparisons in a consistent way while avoiding
unrealistic feedbacks in small-scale experiments.
4.6 Parallel UTF Performance Analysis
For the sake of performance improvement, we used a dynamic performance analysis
measurement tool in this part to help to improve the UTF.
4.6.1 Build external library using supported compiler
Instrumentation with Score-P. The purpose of this process is to insert the target program
with monitoring probes or pointers to locate performance events and collect performance
data through different methods/tools and base on different resources.
• Source code level. Two ways for two developing phases to realize instrumentation.
First way occurs in the developing stage, the developers insert monitor probes in the
code permanently. The second way happens in the performance testing stage, testers
or developers use automatic source code translation tools to finish the work before code
compilation.
• Compiler tool. Most compilers allow users to instrument the code with command and
interface. The compilers include open source compiler, such as GNU, and commercial
compilers, such as PGI.
• Re-linking method: Create a wrapper library which refers to the real library written
with performance measurement functions. Relink the target program with the wrapper
library.
• Binary level: After compiling and linking, the program becomes executable binary in
memory or files. Then rewrite the binary with performance measurement function.
We seek to detect the bottleneck of the UTF in the easiest way. Scorep provides a
compiler wrapper which used like normal compilers and hides performance measurement
functions details. Therefore, UTF uses Scorep tool to finish the instrumentation process by
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using command scorep cc(for C language code) and scorep ftn(for Fortran code). Then, the
executable kernel binary applies different core numbers for a set of experiments. After the
execution is finished, a set of files are generated.
4.6.2 Tracing
Before parallel run the target application, set the scorep environmental variables shown in
Figure 4.11.
The last stage, UTF uses the instrumentation tool to inspect the runtime event when the
program is running. This stage is designed to collect performance metrics or corresponding
attributes received by the last stage, and record user required events in memory and in files
for later analysis.
Scorep and any general performance measurement instrumentation tool are interested in
events list below. These events will be recorded along with accurate timeline and process
or thread identifier. In addition, if the target program has a complex parallel design, extra
attributes are needed for benchmark use.
• Enter and leave. Enter and leave a function either the userspace code or the MPI
library functions, I/O related functions and system calls.
• Send and receive. UTF is a one-sided operation for point-to-point communication,
which involves a lot of message send and receives operations. In order to avoid buffer
copies and errors, we use blocking communications.
• Begin and end of collective communication: MPI collective communication is coordi-
nated among a set of processes in a communicator. Like the begining of the MPI Bcast
and end of MPI Reduce. All collective operations will perform in every processor.
• Begin and end of I/O operation. In order to record non-CPU operation, the beginning
and ending of I/O related operations.
• Counter sample. In order to collect processor, memory, CPU, cache, pages etc,
performance counter is necessary.
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Trace analysis with Vampir Vampir has visualized interactive interface, which shows
the collected event information during UTF’s running. First, Vampir reads the trace file
end with otf2, then transforms the numerical data to the graphical chart. The interface
representations show to developers and testers the performance bottleneck, unexpected
performance behavior, and improvement direction, since its convenient and straightforward
to browse every resource’s utilization by every processor on a large data set with interactive
zooming in and zooming out operation.
(i) Parallel I/O
In this experiment, if we applied up to 2114 processes and 133 computing nodes in
Titan, the total execution time for one site and one leaf liter’s type in 4-month’s
simulation was 13s, the best performance among configurations. Figure 4.12 shows
the master timeline of UTF’s first version. The figure includes 16 rows which stand
for every single process. All master processes’ events over time show in a horizontal
direction. We applied 16 processes and 1 node to simulate one site and one type’s
10 years’ simulation. Custom can define colors for a different type of functions and
Vampir provides default setting of processors’ timeline color by trace files’ contents.
In the experiment of UTF, dark sections/dark lines represent MPI communication and
synchronization. The red bar signifies the MPI functions, which include MPI Init,
MPI Recv, MPI Send and MPI Finalize. The green bar between red ones represents
CPU computation, the green bars after MPI Send and before MPI Receive are disk
I/O read. Messages exchanged between different processes are depicted as black lines.
Within the case, since every time step needs previous time step’s data as input, the
function computation is sequential, while the I/O operation in parallel. The MPI Recv
bar is long over time because every process is waiting for previous results.
(ii) MPI with Parallel I/O
In Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14, we applied 600 processes and 40 nodes to parallel one
site and 6 types’s 10-years’s simulation experiment. The master timeline part includes
600 rows which stand for every single process, while the figure only displays 15 of
them. All master processes’ events over time show in a horizontal direction. In the
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experiment of improved UTF, dark sections/dark lines represent MPI communication
and synchronization. The red box stands for the MPI functions, and the green boxes
consist of function computation and I/O operation. The black line represents the
paralleled CPU and how the MPI message goes. In this case, every type in the same
site shared the same input data but computed in different ways. The counter timeline
panel is the left bottom one equipped with scale on the left. It explains master process
0 has the worst performance 5 Mflops and the best performance of 160 Mflops. The
chart illustrates a problem that processes do not always compute and wait a lot. The
function summary list in the right upper panel provides a statistics on functions, such
as the function name, function call color in the master timeline, and accumulated
execution time. The list explains that kernel computation only costs 0.843 seconds,
MPI communication costs 942 seconds, and the most time-consuming job is file I/O
related work which costs about 8 hours. Therefore, the bottleneck is the disk reading
issue. However, the function execution and the I/O operation were both parallel which
improved the overall performance that can be seen from the counter in Figure 4.13 and
Figure 4.14.
4.7 Acme Land Model Event Detection
This section explains the detailed event detection implementation and detection verification
using the ACME case. The goal of ACME is to simulate accurately global climate’s future
status with advanced software through learning the global climate’s past and current states.
Within ACME, the ACME Land Model (ALM) is the active component to simulate surface
energy, river routing, carbon cycle, nitrogen fluxes and vegetation dynamics[93].
The multiple grid cell simulation model ALM was configured as single land unit grid
cell simulation and was conducted on site Barrow, Alaska, the Next Generation Ecosystem
Experiments Arctic. The meaning of this model is to learn and research land system under
specific or extreme environment related to atmosphere mainly. The design of ALM is
hierarchical like the land on the earth. For a grid cell, three levels are designed to simulate.
The first one is a land unit, which is largest sets in a grid cell. The second ones are snow
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or soil columns, which are under the classification of land units and have a subclass of
plant functional types(PFT). Since CNAllocation module has most of the variables in the
model, detection framework chooses this module to track data flow for demonstration the
correctness. This module has the same function like its name(allocation), initialize necessary
life elements(oxygen, carbon and nitrogen) for land model building.
4.7.1 Detection Implementation
Take module CNAllocation as an example, the function includes three hundred variables.
Every thirty minutes simulation (one time step), the scientific ecosystem generates variables
states. Since the framework requires 30 years’ simulation to better learn the model, the
analysis side basically will receive these multi-dimensional variables 30*365*48=525600
times. For the sake of dealing with the large amount of generated data with the high
frequency, we use frequency domain signal processing method. Figure 4.15 shows the
framework design. In the end, the detected long-term in a spatial extents events were verified
by the observed land unit datasets locate in site Barrow Ecosystem Observatory (BEO). The
algorithm is below:
• Delete some uninterested elements from the variable dimensions in both training set
and testing sets, since the scientific model has many columns and plant types.
• Decimation process. Decimate the periodical variables in 30 years by factor 8.
• Generate 12 average monthly patterns for each individual variable by selecting the first
6 years’ data (from the year 1990 to the year 1995).
• Apply linear regression algorithm. For each variable, compare the Euclidean distance
between 30 years’ value(testing set) with the monthly pattern. The framework tags
a variable in the specific month and the specific year as an anomaly alert once the
distance surpasses a threshold.
• Check accumulated alerts numbers in one year. If the number is bigger than an event
threshold, mark this time period occurs an climate event. Because any climate event
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consists of many plant types, columns, and can last for a long time, we use accumulation
method.
• Verification. Use BEO’s observation datasets to confirm the event and find out which
kind of event happens.
The detailed operation explains below:
Variable Preprocess The main tasks of the ALM system is to define, to generate
and to compute the chemical elements to simulate the real ecosystem’s work, build
up, retain, and transfer. The module CNAllocation has 320 chemical dynamics related
variables. Some variables are one-dimensional arrays, some of them are two dimensional
arrays, and the left are three-dimensional arrays. For example, first dimension of
variable cnstate vars%activeroot prof col (number of active root distributed through
the column) stands for the column number and the second dimension represents the
active root numbers for corresponding column. The one-dimensional array variable
carbonstate vars%leafc storage patch has 32 elements that represent the C storage amount
in a leaf for every PFT level. The step is to filter out the uninteresting element which related
to other sites. Since the site BEO has four meaningful PFT, we only choose four elements
from those dimensional variables. Table 4.1. shows the indexes of these plant types and
their meanings.
Table 4.1: Variable’s PFT index meaning.
PFT Index Meaning
0 Not vegetated plants
9 Shrub with broadleaf and evergreen
11 Boreal shrub with broadleaf and deciduous
12 Arctic grass with c3
Data Process The framework uses a low-pass filter and down sampling decimator process-
ing method to save memory space and in the same time keep as many of the data’s feature
as possible. For example, the upper left panel of Figure 4.16 shows the simulation values
of variable carbonflux vars%cpool to xsmrpool patch(maintenance of respiration storage
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pool) in the year 1997,which include 17520 timesteps’ value of this single variable. The re-
quired disk space is around 0.07MB for variable carbonflux vars%cpool to xsmrpool patch.
In order to capture all module’s data information, the total disk space is 672 MB, which is
not significantly needed and is a burden for data analysis. However, data becomes aliased
of an original continuous data values if the data reduction method is applied directly to the
original dataset. The left bottom panel of Figure 4.16 shows the information loss(the first and
the third quarters data features are lost) results from directly data reduction. In addition,
the decimator is a significant factor which determine whether the decimated data still keep
similar features with original data greatly. The data feature trend will keep similar if the
decimator factor reflects the signal’s frequency. In contrast, the data features information
will lose greatly. In our case study, based on many experiment results analysis, we set the
downsampling decimator 1/α as 1/48, the process finally reduces the one-year variable’ s
memory space to 1.49KB for a single timestep and lose the minimum feature information.
The result of low-pass filter process displays in the upper right panel in Figure 4.16 since
the case interested in detection long run trend and events. The right bottom panel in
Figure 4.16. represents the subsequent downsampling result, which maintains the original
features at most.
Pattern Estimation Because the bench month pattern is for each variable, the framework
creates 12*320=3840 bench month patterns in total by averaging each month(Jan-Dec)
variable’s value from the year 1990 to the year 1995. Figure 4.17. shows the value and July’s
bench pattern of variable CNCarbonF lux%cpool to xsmrpool patch, which represents the
flux from total carbon pool to the maintenance respiration storage pool. Every thin line in
the figure is the training monthly data, and the thick bold line stands for the averaged July
pattern for variable CNCarbonF lux%cpool to xsmrpool patch.
Anomaly Identification Once the calculation of every variable’s monthly averaged
patterns is completed, we can detect every variable anomalies through comparing the







X̄(t) = avg[Xj(t)], j ∈ [i−N, i− 1] (4.2)
In order to reduce the error of data anomalies detection, the distance normalization is
needed. This calculation is to get a more robust relationships by revising different value
measurement scales to same scales, normally in [0,1]. The equation shown below is used to
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The framework will mark the variable in this month and this year as an anomaly, once
the normalized Euclidean distance is larger than the threshold of 0.8. For example, the
variable cpool to xsmrpool patch in July of the year 1992 is an anomaly because of the
larger normalized distance, which shown in Figure 4.17 .
Event Detection The framework needs to record accumulated alert numbers in each
month in order to detect event for each individual variable in every month of 30 years.
The experiment results are illustrated in Figure 4.18, which includes accumulated alerts in
30 years for 320 variables. Some anomaly peaks can be found through horizontal month
anomaly comparison and vertical year comparison. Based on the threshold we set, we found
five extreme events through the horizontal comparison: October of the year 2000 has 180
alerts, May of the year 1991 has more than 120 alerts, June and July of the year1997, and
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Sep of the year 1998 have more than 100 alerts. The year of 1997, 1998 and 2000 have the
most accumulated alerts through vertical comparison. To summarize, there are extended
extreme climate events happen in the year 1997, 1998 from Jun to Sep and year 2000 from
Jun to Nov. Two parts of job are needed in the next step, the detection results verification
and event analysis, because we need to figure out what kind of the event it is and how this
event occurs.
4.7.2 Event Verification
We verify the detection result with the observed input data and figure out the event type and
event reason in this part. Based on the general common knowledge, the temperature and
precipitation are the top two aspect that have influence on Earth ecosystem. Therefore, we
collect the two data values from the year 1990 to the year 2000 to analyze. The temperature
information is depicted in Figure 4.19. It explains the December temperature has big
fluctuation trend and at the beginning of the month in the year 1995 was higher. In the
following year, the temperature trend keeps the same but with higher values, which makes
the temperature in the year 1996 was higher than any other years’ temperature. The two
lines illustrate a warm winter that was part of an arctic warming trend happens in the year
1996.
The arctic warming trend is most observable during the winter. Because soil microbial
activity act acutely in winter if the warming trend lasts a long period, even though in cold
winter, a lot of ecosystem activities become inactive. The soil microbial activities include
enhanced soil heterotrophic respiration, methane generation, and nitrogen mineralization
and its cascading reactions like nitrification and denitrification. Therefore, Inorganic N
accumulated to a large amount results in large denitrification in early spring because of
snow melting, which leads to saturated soil conditions. As a result, with a great amount of
activities and chemical elements variations, the year 1997 and the year 1998 have a large
number of alerts.
Precipitation is another key component for Earth climate. Therefore, we compare the
precipitation from the year1995 to the year 2000, and the Figure 4.20. shows that the
daily precipitation in the year 2000 was greater than any other years’ precipitation. In
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general, heavy precipitation or rainfall results in soil saturation (i.e. anaerobic conditions)
that causes methane production, and N gaseous emission from mineralization, nitrification
and especially denitrification. Abnormal rainfall has an important influence on spontaneous
and large fluxes of greenhouse N gas and methane from soils. The consequence results are
reflected by the huge anomaly alerts number from month July to November in the year 2000




Figure 4.10: Comparison among full version of ALM, ALM UTF and LIDET observations.
The data is remained carbon mass in the module of leaf litter decomposition over ten years.
Since there are two sites are of interest, we average these values by 2 first. Furthermore, the
ALM module has six leaf litter types, we again average these values by six.
Figure 4.11: Scorep environmental variables Setting
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Figure 4.12: Timeline chart
Figure 4.13: Profiling Info for improved UTF
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Figure 4.14: Improved Time dissection of CPU and I/O
Figure 4.15: Detection Framework. The first 6 years’ data is the training set, and the
30 years’ data is the testing set. The framework finds the anomaly patterns through the
training set and then detect the anomalies through Euclidean distance in the testing set.
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Figure 4.16: Downsampling and interpolation. Direct data reduction shown in left panel
with lots of loss. The more accurate processes are shown in the right panel which includes
filtering and downsampling together.
Figure 4.17: Monthly value and July’s bench pattern of variable cpool to xsmrpool patch
from the year 1992 to the year 1997. Among them, bold line is the July averaged pattern.
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Figure 4.18: Experiment results. Accumulated anomaly alerts count for 320 variables and
12 months in the year range from 1990 to 2019.
Figure 4.19: December daily temperature from the year 1991 to the year 1996. The figure
explains the reason of higher anomaly alerts in the year 1997 and the year 1998 is the
temperature issues. December daily temperature in the year 1996 was higher than any other
years’ temperature, the consequent warmer winter result could also be reflected through
November’s alert numbers shown in last figure. The consequent warming trend cause a
great number of variation among different variables in the year 1997 and the year 1998.
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Figure 4.20: Daily precipitation from the years 1995 to the year 2000.The precipitation
in the month July to December of the year 2000 is much heavier than any other years’
precipitation. The figure verify the detection results. The extreme rainfall make large
impact on greenhouse N gas, methane and other chemical element variation from soils which




QA is very important in software development since its goal is to make sure the product
fulfill all of its requirement. Advanced quality assurance and advanced quality testing
technology and tools assist testers in revising product to the best status with minimal time
cost and money cost through automated procedures as many as possible. However, many
large-scale scientific codes have become much more complicated than before, which means
there are extra needs to check that the changes positively impact dependent modules and
to verify the system constraints. Moreover, performance evaluations based on generated
kernels may give a more direct estimation into application performance than widely used
benchmarks. In this dissertation, we present a recursive analyzer to analyze target scientific
code’s function call tree structure and split data dependency. Then develop a communication
interface, which transfers required parameters through In Situ to analysis side. Last, develop
an efficient platform UTF with isolated kernels to facilitate and simplify the QA process
especially the unit testing process, performance tuning and land element evaluation for
module builders. The methodology and design of UTF explained in the dissertation would
inspire many domain science researchers with their complicated code. In the future, we will
apply this framework to global case scientific code with advanced high performance methods.
In addition, the dissertation presents an event detection analysis methodology for scientific
community equipped with large data base. This digital signal processing approach, signal
decimation, can efficiently downsize transferred data size while keeping the data trend to the
most. The event detection framework detects climate event effectively which demonstrated
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by the case of a land ecosystem simulation at BEO in Barrow, Alaska. Next, we will learn
to use Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) models to predict events by generating the
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